ABSTRACT: The open-source Scalasca toolset (available from www.scalasca.org) supports integrated runtime summarization and automated trace analysis on a diverse range of HPC computer systems. An HPC-Europa2 visit to EPCC in 2009 resulted in significantly enhanced support for Cray XT systems, particularly the auxiliary programming environments and hybrid OpenMP/MPI. Combined with its previously demonstrated extreme scalability and portable performance analyses comparison capabilities, Scalasca has been used to analyse and tune numerous key applications (and benchmarks) on Cray XT and other PRACE prototype systems, from which experience with a representative selection is reviewed.
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1 Introduction
Scalasca is an open-source toolset for analysing the execution behaviour of applications based on the MPI and/or OpenMP parallel programming interfaces supporting a wide range of current HPC platforms [5]. It combines compact runtime summaries, that are particularly suited to obtaining an overview of execution performance, with in-depth analyses of concurrency inefficiencies via event tracing and parallel replay. With its highly scalable design, Scalasca has facilitated performance analysis and tuning of applications consisting of unprecedented numbers of processes [13].

The predecessor of the Scalasca toolset, KOJAK, supported measurement and automatic trace analysis on Cray T3E, X1, XD1 and XT systems, and Scalasca inherited those capabilities, however, increasing usage and demand warranted targeted enhancement of support for the latest Cray XT systems. With the support of the HPC-Europa2 Transnational Access programme of the European Union, a visit to EPCC in 2009 with access to the HECToR system was arranged, allowing face-to-face interaction with local performance analysts and application developers to determine specific requirements and desires, as well as an opportunity to assist them in exploiting performance analysis and optimisation opportunities. [12]

This paper provides an overview of the Scalasca toolset and its usage on Cray XT systems, covers the recent enhancements (many of which also apply to other systems), and reviews experience using Scalasca with a variety of applications.

2 Scalasca overview
Scalasca supports measurement and analysis of MPI applications written in C, C++ and Fortran on a wide range of current HPC platforms [11] [14]. Hybrid codes making use of basic OpenMP features in addition to message passing are also supported. Figure 1 shows the Scalasca workflow for instrumentation, measurement, analysis and presentation.

Before performance data can be collected, the target application must be instrumented and linked to the measurement library. The instrumenter for this purpose is used as a prefix to the usual compile and link commands, offering a variety of manual and automatic instrumentation options. MPI operations are captured simply via re-linking, whereas a source preprocessor is used to instrument OpenMP parallel regions. Often compilers can be directed to automatically instrument the entry and exits of user-level source routines, or the PDToolkit source-code instrumenter can be used for more selective instrumentation of routines [4]. Finally, programmers can manually add custom instrumentation annotations into the source code for important regions via macros or pragmas which are ignored when instrumentation is not activated.

The Scalasca measurement and analysis nexus configures and manages collection of execution performance experiments, which is similarly used as a prefix to the parallel execution launch command of the instrumented application executable (i.e., aprun on Cray XT systems) and results in the generation of a unique experiment archive directory containing measurement and analysis artifacts, including log files and configuration information.

Users can choose between generating a summary analysis report (‘profile’) with aggregate performance metrics for each function callpath and/or generating event traces recording runtime events from which a profile or time-line visualization can later be produced. Summarization is particularly useful to obtain an overview of the performance behaviour and for local metrics such as those derived from hardware counters. Since
measurement overheads can be prohibitive for small routines that are executed often and traces tend to rapidly become very large, optimizing the instrumentation and measurement configuration based on the summary report is usually recommended. When tracing is enabled, each process generates a trace containing records for its process-local events: by default separate files are created for each MPI rank, or SIONlib can be used to improve file handling by transparently mapping task-local files into a smaller number of physical files [3]. After program termination (and with the same partition of processors), the Scalasca nexus automatically loads the trace files into main memory and analyzes them in parallel using as many processes as have been used for the target application itself. During trace analysis, Scalasca searches for wait states and related performance properties, classifies detected instances by category, and quantifies their significance. The result is a wait-state report similar in structure to the summary report but enriched with higher-level communication and synchronization inefficiency metrics.

Both summary and wait-state reports contain performance metrics for every measured function callpath and process/thread which can be interactively examined in the provided analysis report explorer. Prior to initial presentation, raw measurement reports are processed to derive additional metrics and structure the resulting set of metrics in hierarchies. Additional processing to combine reports or extract sections produces new reports with the same format. Scalasca event traces may also be examined directly (or after conversion if necessary) by various third-party trace visualization and analysis tools.

### 3 Scalasca enhancements for Cray XT

Initial Scalasca support for Cray XT3 systems was limited to the PGI programming environment and dual-core Opteron compute nodes running Catamount, but otherwise supported the full range of Scalasca instrumentation, measurement and analysis functionality at the time. This included appropriate configuration of runtime libraries and components that run on the compute nodes as well as instrumentation, post-processing and presentation components for login and service nodes. Since Cray compute nodes don’t have globally synchronized high-resolution clocks, timestamps on events in traces need to be adjusted for logical event order consistency during analysis [2].

Capturing the mappings of application processes to processors in the Cray XT physical torus was incorporated relatively early, allowing investigation of associations between performance and the placement of processes. This additional ‘topology’ information is inserted in Scalasca analysis reports during their post-processing using node mappings available from various XT utilities. Since an application typically uses only a subset of the entire XT system, and the partition allocated often consists of a disjoint set of processors, the GUI for interactive analysis report exploration can trim unused sections of hardware from its presentation of the physical topology for a more compact view. As XT systems with quad-core and six-core compute nodes have become available, this approach has required only minor extensions.

Migration from Catamount to Compute Node Linux (CNL), and associated changes of the MPI library, also involved only small changes to the Scalasca measurement libraries and how these are linked with instrumented application executables.

A more significant recent development has been the provision of multiple programming environments (PrgEnv)s on Cray XT systems, combined with support for ‘hybrid’ programming with OpenMP within the MPI processes running on SMP compute nodes. In addition to the default PGI environment, GNU, Intel, Pathscale and Cray’s own CCE have made different compilers available. Since Scalasca already supported these compilers (apart from CCE), including OpenMP and hybrid OpenMP/MPI measurement, on a variety of systems, adaption for the Cray XT programming environments was straightforward. In this process, Scalasca support for PGI compilers was also enhanced to support runtime filtering of events for instrumented user-level source routines, thereby reducing measurement overhead and improving overall Scalasca usability on Cray XT systems. Since newer versions of the PGI compilers support multiple instrumentation interfaces, this was also addressed.

Configuring support for Scalasca source instrumentation with
PDToolkit and measurement including access to hardware counters with PAPI is the same for all programming environments. While a limited amount of interoperability is possible between code compiled and instrumented with different compilers, differences in OpenMP runtime systems require distinct configurations and installations of Scalasca. (Since MPI offers only source-level portability, multiple MPI library families, such as MPICH and OpenMPI, also require separate Scalasca installations.) The Cray XT programming environment modules abstract compile commands (such as ftn for Fortran compilation) as a convenience for users, however, this required careful dissociation during Scalasca installation, so that an appropriate configuration was built. A user switching from the default PGI programming environment to another therefore also needs to ensure that a corresponding version of Scalasca is used when instrumenting their application.

Typically that same version of Scalasca would also be used for measurement and analysis of the instrumented application execution. Since the Scalasca trace analyzer is also a parallel application with dependencies on the shared libraries of the programming environment, and it is automatically launched after measurement to analyse traces, it will generally fail to run in a different programming environment. (Switching environment to analyse already collected traces is also possible.)

Scalasca can be configured and installed along with its analysis report explorer GUI, CUBE3, however, this is generally undesirable when there are multiple configurations, as with the Cray programming environments. Since the GUI has no MPI or OpenMP dependencies, yet requires the (same) Qt4 toolkit libraries, each installation would be redundant at best. Since each programming environment configure different libraries or versions of libraries (e.g., for libgcc.so), these dependencies become problematic when building Scalasca as the GUI may require a different version from that of the parallel components. CUBE3 is therefore also distributed separately and can be configured using generic library versions, such that a single installation can be used by Scalasca with all programming environments. Furthermore, since remote usage of GUI applications can be troublesome, due to performance and security issues, often it is preferable to install CUBE3 on a local system, where it can more conveniently be used to examine Scalasca experiment archives transferred from remote supercomputers.

4 Scalasca measurement & analysis case studies
Scalasca has been used to analyse and tune the execution of a range of parallel applications on Cray XT systems over the years, from which illustrative examples will now be reviewed.

4.1 SMG2000
Immediately after the integration of the formerly separate XT3 and XT4 systems at Oak Ridge National Laboratory in mid-2007, the Jaguar system consisted of 11,508 dual-core compute nodes running a Catamount microkernel. The ASC SMG2000 semi-coarsening multigrid solver benchmark [1] uses a complex communication pattern with a lot of non-nearest neighbour MPI point-to-point communication in a three-dimensional problem decomposition, and is considered a tough case for trace-based performance analysis tools. With an early version of Scalasca, source code routine instrumentation was generated by the PGI compiler, and the instrumented executable run with a $64 \times 64 \times 32$ problem size per process on 22,528 (22k) processes arranged in a $32 \times 32 \times 22$ grid. [1]

At this time, runtime filtering of compiler-instrumented routines was not implemented for the PGI compiler adapter in the Scalasca measurement library, such that up to 328 MB of trace event data was collected for some processes and 5 TB in total. At the end of measurement, writing these trace files and associated metadata took 20 minutes followed by an additional 16 minutes for the trace analysis on the same processors.

From the trace analysis, half of the total execution time was determined to be waiting time of early receivers blocked on senders yet to initiate message transfers, i.e., “Late Sender” time, as shown in Figure 2. (This metric is explained more fully in the next example.) Although not distinguishable in the figure due to the large number of processes, the distribution of waiting time per process indicated that certain processes in the interior of the grid were most responsible.

This was the largest experiment collected and analysed with Scalasca at the time which demonstrated the general viability of the toolset and its approach, however, it also helped identify scalability and performance issues that needed to be addressed. For example, targeted optimization of definition identifier unification immediately resulted in a six-fold improvement.
4.2 Sweep3D

As HPC systems have grown, scalability to what was formerly considered extreme scales has become essential both for applications and associated performance measurement and analysis tools. Recently experiments with the latest version of Scalasca on Jaguar with Sweep3D were undertaken to investigate measurement and analysis scalability.

The extensively studied ASCI Sweep3D benchmark code \cite{1} solves a 1-group time-independent discrete ordinates neutron transport problem, calculating the flux of neutrons through each cell of a three-dimensional grid \((i, j, k)\) along several directions (angles) of travel. Angles are split into eight octants, corresponding to one of the eight directed diagonals of the grid. It uses an explicit two-dimensional decomposition \((i, j)\) of the three-dimensional computation domain, resulting in point-to-point communication of grid-points between neighbouring processes, and reflective boundary conditions. A wavefront process is employed in the \(i\) and \(j\) directions, combined with pipelining of blocks of \(k\)-planes and octants to expose parallelism.

To investigate scaling behaviour of Sweep3D for a large range of scales, the benchmark input was configured with a fixed-size \(32 \times 32 \times 512\) subgrid for each process. The benchmark performs 12 iterations, with flux corrections (referred to as ‘fixups’) applied after 7 iterations. Built on Jaguar with the default PrgEnv-pgi 10.2 Fortran compiler using the \(-O3\) optimization flag, the executables were run using all six available cores per processor.

Execution times reported for the timed Sweep3D kernel for a range of process counts up to 196,608 (192k) processes are shown in Figure\[3] with diamonds, showing a progressive slowdown which is not uncommon when weak-scaling applications over such a large range. To understand the execution performance behaviour, the Scalasca toolset was employed using automatic instrumentation of source routines by the compiler. Since the elapsed times reported for the benchmark kernel of the uninstrumented version were within 3% of those when Scalasca measurements were made, instrumentation and measurement dilution were acceptable and refinement was not needed.

From the runtime summary profiles, it was found that the computation time (i.e., execution time excluding time in MPI operations) was 18 seconds, independent of scale, but the MPI communication time in the sweep kernel grew to over 100 seconds. (MPI communication time is not shown in Figure\[3] as it is indistinguishable from MPI waiting time on the logarithmic scale.)

Even with all user routines instrumented and events for all MPI operations, scoring of the summary profile analysis report determined that the size of trace buffer required for each process was only 2.75 MB. Since this is less than the Scalasca default value of 10 MB, and the majority of this space was for MPI events, trace collection and analysis required no special configuration of trace buffers or filters. Storing trace event data in a separate file for each process, Scalasca trace analysis proceeds automatically after measurement is complete using the same configuration of processes to replay the traced events in a scalable fashion. Figure\[4] shows that trace analysis times (squares) remain modest, even though total sizes of traces increase linearly with the number of processes to 526 GB for 39e10 traced events (dashed line). The time required for timestamp correction varies considerably according to the number and type of logical consistency violation encountered, such that the trace from 24k processes which had many violations required more processing than that from 48k which was fortunate to have none at all.

Scalasca trace analysis distinguishes various MPI blocking and waiting conditions from basic message processing (as shown in the upper left of Figure\[5]). While the basic MPI processing time charted in Figure\[3] is found to increase from 1 to almost 10 seconds, MPI communication time is dominated by increasingly onerous waiting time (filled squares) that gov-
Figure 5: Scalasca analysis report explorer presentations of a Sweep3D trace experiment with 196,608 processes on the Jaguar Cray XT5 system. On top “Late Sender” time in MPI_RECV and its distribution by process shown with the machine physical topology (where unallocated nodes are shown grey), and below it an additional view of the exclusive “Execution” time corresponding to local computation in the sweep routine which is the primary origin of the imbalance using the application’s 512 × 384 virtual topology.
ern the performance of Sweep3D at larger scales. Most waiting time is found to be “Late Sender” conditions, where a receive is early and must block until its associated send operation is initiated. (Hyperlinked explanatory descriptions and diagnosis tips for metrics are available in a separate performance properties window.) In the case of the 196,608-process experiment shown in Figure 5, “Late Sender” time is 44% of the total execution time. The distribution of “Late Sender” time according to process location in the Cray XT physical topology shows no clear pattern (upper right), though the location of service nodes and unallocated compute nodes can be clearly distinguished. Using the application’s two-dimensional virtual grid topology (lower right), however, reveals several pronounced characteristics which can be tracked back to a significant imbalance in the sweep computation when applying flux corrections: foremost is a central rectangular region with less time for local computation and correspondingly higher waiting time, surrounded by an intricate pattern of sharp oblique lines radiating from the central region to the edges. In combination with the wavefront nature of the diagonal sweeps, the otherwise relatively minor computational imbalance (with a range of values that is 22% of the mean, and standard deviation of 3%) amplifies message waiting times at larger scales.

While the same computational imbalance exists at smaller scales (and on other platforms), Scalasca measurement and analysis at large scale proved insightful for its characterization and understanding of its impact on overall execution performance [13]. Furthermore, Scalasca has thereby been able to demonstrate its operation at previously unprecedented scale.

4.3 NPB-MZ-MPI BT

Although message passing is still the predominant programming paradigm used in HPC, increasingly applications leverage OpenMP to exploit more fine-grained process-local parallelism, while communicating between processes using MPI. Scalasca extended runtime summarization and trace analysis support OpenMP/MPI hybrid applications by producing call-path profiles for each thread, calculating OpenMP-specific metrics and presenting these alongside serial and MPI metrics in integrated analysis reports.

While Scalasca trace analysis currently remains restricted to fixed-size teams of OpenMP threads, runtime summarization identifies threads that have not been used during parallel regions. The associated time within the parallel region is distinguished as a “Limited parallelism” metric from the “Idle threads” time which includes time outside OpenMP parallel regions when only the master thread executes. This matches the typical usage of dedicated HPC resources such as Cray XT which are allocated for the duration of the parallel job, or threads which busy-wait occupying compute resources in shared environments. The number of OpenMP threads included in the measurement can be explicitly specified, defaulting to the number of threads for an unqualified parallel region when measurement commences: a warning is provided if subsequent `omp_set_num_threads` calls or `num_threads` clauses result in additional threads not being included in the measurement experiment.

Figure 6 shows a Scalasca summary analysis report from a hybrid OpenMP/MPI NAS NPB3.3 Block Triangular Multi-Zone (BT-MZ) benchmark Class B execution on 32 Cray XT5 twin six-core compute nodes of Kraken, showing OpenMP “Implicit Barrier Synchronization” time for a parallel loop in the `compute_rhs` routine (from lines 62 to 72 of file `rhs.f` in the source viewer) broken down by thread. Void thread locations in the topology pane are displayed in gray or with dashes.
thread, the over-subscription of the first 6 compute nodes manifests as excessive “Implicit Barrier Synchronization” time at the end of parallel regions (as well as additional OpenMP “Thread Management” overhead), and higher “MPI Point-to-point Communication” time on the other processes is then a consequence of this. When over-subscription of cores is avoided, benchmark execution time is reduced by one third (with “MPI” time reduced by 52%, “OMP” time reduced by 20% and time for “Idle threads” reduced by 55%).

As hybrid OpenMP/MPI applications become more prevalent, it can be expected that performance analysis tools that integrate and correlate performance characteristics of both programming models will become essential in optimizing execution performance. Current Scalasca limitations and inefficiencies (particularly with respect to handling of trace files) for such applications will also need to be addressed accordingly.

4.4 PEPC

PEPC [6] is a three-dimensional particle simulation code developed by Jülich Supercomputing Centre employing a parallel tree-code for rapid computation of long-range Coulomb forces for large ensembles of charged particles that is used for various applications in plasma physics and astrophysics. As part of DEISA and PRACE benchmarking activities, a benchmark version of PEPC was run and its performance analysed on Cray XT, IBM Blue Gene/P and other HPC systems.

Although the IBM XL compilers and MPI library on BG/P are quite different from the PGI compilers and CNL used on the Cray XT4, the procedure for building an instrumented executable and running it under the control of the Scalasca measurement and analysis nexus are identical. Figure 7 compares trace experiments from both systems with 1,024 MPI processes, showing that roughly two-thirds of the time is spent in local computation in each, although the Cray XT execution is three times faster. Naturally, 2.3 GHz quad-core Opteron processors out-perform the quad-core PowerPC processors clocked at 850 MHz on computation, however, the BG/P torus/tree interconnect generally shows advantages in communication. This version of PEPC uses MPI_Barrier extensively, resulting in roughly one-third of time in “Wait at Barrier” for both. Most of the collective communication time is also time waiting for last ranks to enter MPI_Allgather and MPI_Alltoall, however, the imbalance for MPI_Allgather is twice as severe on BG/P, however, almost 50 times less for MPI_Alltoall. “Nx N Completion” times for collective communication are also notably longer on Cray XT.

While careful examination of the call-trees for both executions will identify that the IBM and PGI compilers performed inlining and Fortran module name decoration differently, the generic representation and implementation of Scalasca analysis reports facilitate performance comparisons between architectures, compilers, optimization levels and algorithms.

4.5 CENTORI

The UKAEA CENTORI Fortran/MPI diffusive plasma simulation code [9] for plasma transport and turbulence studies of fusion reactors was analysed on the HECToR Cray XT4. After automatic instrumentation, a series of experiments were collected running a short simulation with 1,024 MPI processes. From an initial summary measurement, routines that do only purely local computation were identified, and these were then specified in a filter file to be excluded from subsequent measurements. Using the filter not only reduced measurement overhead, but also trace buffer requirements shrank from 1.4 GB to 41 MB per process. A trace measurement of CENTORI running for 55 seconds additionally required approximately 12 seconds to write the 40 GB trace, followed by 35 seconds to analyse it (using the same processors) and produce the trace analysis report.

Figure 7: Scalasca analysis report explorer presentations of PEPC trace experiments for 1,024 processes on the quad-core Jaguar Cray XT4 (left) and Jugene IBM Blue Gene/P (right), comparing the percentage of time due to “Wait at N x N” waiting for the last rank to enter MPI_Allgather collective communication for the tree walk used updating fields. (The system tree for Cray XT shows individual compute nodes, whereas Blue Gene/P nodeboards consist of 32 quad-core processors).
Figure 8: Scalasca analysis report explorer presentations of CENTORI trace experiments with 1,024 processes on the HECToR Cray XT4 system, showing the most severe performance inefficiencies of the plasma evolution simulation phase. On the left is the “Late Sender” time in MPI_Waitall of halo exchange, and on the right is the “Early Scan” time of MPI_Scan operations in update_local_phi.

Figure 8 shows views with the Scalasca analysis report explorer GUI, where the plasma evolution phase has been extracted to exclude the less interesting initialization and finalization phases. 54% of the total execution time is in purely local computation, with the remainder MPI communication time. Point-to-point communication constitutes the majority of this, and almost half is identified as being due to “Late Sender” situations where receivers were blocked waiting for sends to be initiated. The left view shows one-fifth of the “Late Sender” time in exchange_halo_spat_sca_fld called from the div routine. Using the application’s 16×8×8 logical topology reveals the distribution of metric values by process, where x-planes have similar values but there are significant differences for each x-plane (here stacked vertically). These are explained by the absence of wraparound boundary conditions in the x-dimension and correspondingly fewer communication operations for those faces. This planar performance variation is also evident in collective operations, such as the MPI_Scan in the update_local_phi routine of the right view, where the “Early Scan” time metric shows that processes with higher ranks wait longer for values from lower ranks. From these and other insights provided by the Scalasca analyses, code performance could be improved as part of the performance engineering collaboration between EPCC and the application developers.

4.6 GemsFDTD

The GemsFDTD computational electromagnetics code from KTH-PSCI [8] solves the Maxwell equations using the finite-difference time-domain method. A subset of this code computing the radar cross-section of a perfectly conducting object that was included in the SPEC MPI2007 benchmark suite (v1.1) was found to perform particularly poorly at larger scales on distributed-memory computer systems, and investigation with the Scalasca toolset pinpointed aspects in the application’s initialization phase that limited scalability to only 128 processes and made execution prohibitive with larger numbers. This insight led the application developers to rework the initialization and further optimize the time-stepping loop, to realize substantial execution performance and overall scalability improvements, ultimately resulting in an entirely updated version of the benchmark (v2.0) which could be run with 2,048 processes and scaled well to 512 processes.

Scalasca summary experiments with varying numbers of MPI processes on the HECToR Cray XT4 with both versions of GemsFDTD analysis
GemsFDTD and the ‘ltrain’ dataset were collected, with the analysis reports providing a breakdown of the total run time into pure (local) computation time and MPI time, and the latter split into time for collective synchronization (i.e., barriers), collective communication and point-to-point communication, as detailed in Figure 9. Both code versions show good scaling of the computation time, with the new version demonstrating better absolute performance (at any particular scale) and better scalability overall.

The extremely poor scalability of the original code version is due to the dramatically increasing time for collective communication, isolated to the numerous MPI_Bcast calls during initialization. Collective communication in the revised version is seen growing significantly at the largest scale, however, the primary scalability impediment with it is the increasing time for explicit barrier synchronization (which is not a factor in the original version). Point-to-point communication time is notably reduced in the revised version, but also scales less well than the local computation, which it exceeds for 1,024 or more processes.

A closer comparison of the analysis reports from GemsFDTD v1.1 and v2.0 experiments with 256 processes is possible by studying Figure 10 which is configured to hide non-MPI call-paths. Pure computation time (shown as “Execution”) is improved by more than 40%, however, there is an even more dramatic reduction in MPI time. While MPI collective synchronization time increased by a factor of 2.5, collective communication which dominates the original version is almost entirely eliminated. In particular, MPI point-to-point communication time is halved to an average of 9.91 seconds from 19.55 seconds by substituting non-blocking operations for the MPI_Sendrecv originally in the multiblock_communicate routine. Notably, improved performance was achieved by increasing the numbers of point-to-point communications and bytes transferred.

The comprehensive analyses provided by the Scalasca toolset were instrumental in directing the developer’s performance engineering of a much more efficient and highly scalable GemsFDTD code. Since these analyses show that there are still significant optimization opportunities at larger scales, further engineering improvements may be investigated in future.

5 Conclusions

A wide variety of applications have been analysed with the Scalasca toolset on a number of Cray XT and other HPC platforms, from which a selection have been reviewed in this paper. Performance analysts and application developers have thereby benefited from new insights into performance problems and have been able to exploit optimization opportunities to improve their codes.

While the Scalasca performance analysis toolset was designed for scalability from the outset, it has required regular re-
design and re-engineering of components where scalability impediments were identified as system and application scales and complexities have grown. Cray XT systems have been no exception, but have been able to benefit from improvements originally targeted at other platforms. Specific incorporation of support for the rich set of Cray programming environments, including the OpenMP/MPI hybrid paradigm, ensures that Scalasca remains a versatile and portable complement to Cray’s proprietary performance analysis tools.
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